
1. Code Screening

2. Touch Screen

3. Get Coupon

4. Recycling

Put in

Compress and Recycling

There are 2 types of plastic bottle 
recycling machines onsite. Workers 
not only can learn the ideas of 
environmental protection , but also 
increase the awareness of carbon 
reduction and environment 
protection through the machines.
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Green Roof 

Skylight

Second hand furniture

Car park

Bamboo curtainVertical Planting

Vegetable Garden

Organic Farm

Fruit Garden

To increase the environmental awareness of the workers, we use the third-hand construction material to build up an Organic Farm 

and Green Office. All workers are invited to manage these green facilities.



3. Activated Carbon Filter1. Water Pump

4. Fishpond2. PVC Filter
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A fish-plant Ecosystem is designed and
made by the waste materials onsite. The
success of this ecosystem can act as a good
demonstration to all of the workers and
encourage them try to make good use of
the waste materials, ultimately, protect our
nature.



In order to successfully attract and encourage subcontractors and workers to use wireless power

tools, 30 types of more than 60 units of wireless tools are provided on site for the worker to borrow.

In addition, the related facilities including the central charger, accessories selling boxes, promoting

televisions and posters are provided to borrow free of charge.
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TV sets

Charging Cage
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Consumer Box  

Cordless tools showcases
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Spark 
Free

Dust 
Free



Ceiling works Formwork worksLift shaft works BS installations

The site provides 18 types of wireless 

portable lights which are wireless, 360 

degree adjustment, waterproof, anti-

collision and magnetic holding. All of 

the above technical features can be 

applied to any working environment on 

the site.



1st Generation 2nd Generation 3rd Generation

Blower

Fire Extinguisher

Safety Signage

Protective Screen

Transformer welding trolley is designed and 
made by the construction waste and used 
materials. It brings advantages to the worker:
1) Reduce the manual handling hazard
2) Can be used as shading during welding
3) Reduce the risk of inhaling the toxic gases



Joint filler is placed inside 
the funnel concrete 

collector to reduce the 
noise during  collision of 

concrete debris

It connects with the 
rubber tubing and 

transfers the concrete 
debris to the next layer 

floor

Easily install 
by using 

simple tool.

Can adjust the 
width which can 
fits to different 

size of floor edge
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Concrete breaking often occur on site. To prevent
the concrete debris falls from height and harms to
the worker, we designed a concrete collector. It also
helps to separate the concrete debris from the
construction waste.

Assembled Installed Concrete Breaking Through channel to designated area Collected and Separated
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